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Deputy President Launches the 2007 Asgi-SA report 

 
Deputy President 
Phumzile Mlambo-

Ngcuka 

On 24 April Deputy President Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka launched 
the 2007 Asgi-SA annual report to an audience of cabinet 
ministers, government dignitaries, foreign representatives and 
business, labour and community leaders at the presidential guest 
house in Pretoria.  

Mlambo-Ngcuka said that about 7million people are “missing” from 
the economy. She was concerned that while the lives of the poor 
have improved, inequality has increased. This, she said, is 
“politically and economically unsustainable”.  

More opportunities, she said, have to be opened for the poor. The government is working 
on an anti-poverty strategy and will provide opportunities for all to contribute to South 
Africa’s war on poverty. 
 
The 2007 Asgi-SA report shows: 

• Encouraging progress on infrastructure 
development, with the planned increase in 
government investment taking place and 
private investment remaining high. 
 

• Mixed results on skills development with 
important progress in the training of 
engineers and artisans and slower growth than 
desired in the increase in the number of 
graduates and skilled workers. This is an area 
where a very considerable national effort has 
been organised with senior labour, business 
and government engagement in the Joint 
Initiative for Priority Skills Acquisition (JIPSA). 

 
Business Trust Chief Executive 
Brian Whittaker 

• Good progress on the development of sector strategies. 
 

• Encouraging improvement in management at the municipal level with a growth in 
the value of municipal investment projects. 

Commenting on the report at the launch Business Trust Chief Executive, Brian Whittaker said 
that the 2007 Asgi-SA annual report shows the value of focused attention, cooperative action 
and high level leadership for the achievement of national objectives. 



It was important, he said, that the report emphasises the fact that Asgi-SA is not a 
government programme but a national programme. The commitment by business and 
government to work together he said was thus important: 
 

• Infrastructure he said is an area where public and private cooperation is vital, and 
where the Business Trust can vouch for the commitment to enhanced relationships 
and more efficient engagement between public and private actors because of the 
work it is doing with the Presidency through the Support Programme for Accelerated 
Infrastructure Development (SPAID).  

• In the skills arena he said that the Business Trust continued to fund the secretariat 
provided by the NBI.  

• In the Business Process Outsourcing sector, the Business Trust has provided 
R100million to attract investors.  

• Those who work at the municipal level could attest to progress but there is a long way 
to go to provide the services to local people that they need. 

Whittaker went on to say that the report quite rightly targets the second economy and anti-
poverty strategies for the coming year. With energy, skills and crime on centre stage during 
2007 it would be a grave error to underestimate the importance of ensuring improvements in 
the lives of the poor, who make up half the population. This too, he said, we must share. We 
need to move rapidly to develop an anti poverty strategy within a framework that supports 
improved government services, market expansion and social action. 

All those involved in the attempt to promote growth and development should reflect on the 
lessons that Asgi-SA provides and the ways in which these can be applied more generally. He 
highlighted three important features of AsgiSA: 

• It is focused on a limited number of high priority objectives. It takes political courage 
to choose some priorities over others. But unless political leaders make such choices 
we will spread our efforts so thinly that they will not have the impact we desire.  

• Secondly, it sets out to procure cooperative action and then has created the 
structures that make that practically possible. All too often we set ourselves special 
tasks that result in unfunded mandates that rely for their implementation on existing 
structures - and then fail to produce the desired result.  

• Finally, this effort has enjoyed dedicated attention from the top. No one is in any 
doubt about who owns and leads this venture. The Deputy President has put herself on 
the line for the achievement of the Asgi-SA objectives. As a consequence this 
initiative stands out from all others. 

He concluded that we can all learn from this experience how important it is to choose 
priorities, provide focused attention, encourage cooperative action and allocate appropriate 
leadership with the authority and responsibility to act. 

To download the Asgi-SA annual report for 2007, click on the link below: 
http://www.info.gov.za/asgisa/ASGISA_Annual_Report.pdf 

To learn more about the work the Business Trust is doing to support Asgi-SA, please visit 
www.btrust.org.za. 
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